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Theorems 1 and 2 below are extensions of some of the results given
in [2]. Some of the results used by way of introduction to these
theorems and their corollaries may be found in the author's doctoral
dissertation written with the helpful advice and encouragement of
Robert F. Brown. Detailed proofs will be given elsewhere.
Throughout this p a p e r / : X—>F will be a map (continuous function)
from a path connected topological space X into a path connected
topological space F, and a will be a point in F. We are interested in
the number of roots x(EX to the equation f(x) — a. Two such roots Xo
and xi are equivalent if there is a path C: [0, 1 ]—>X from xo to X\ such
that [jfo C] = [a], (Heref/o C] denotes the fixed-end-point homotopy
class containing ƒ o C and a is used both to denote the point a £ F a s
well as the constant path at a £ F . ) This equivalence is indeed an
equivalence relation; an equivalence class of roots will be called a root
class.
Suppose {ht} is a homotopy of maps ht'X—>Y. Then a root XQ of
h0(x) =a is said to be {ht} related to a root #1 of hi{x) = a iff there is a
path C in X from Xo to X\ such that the path D in F defined by
D(t) =ht(Ct) is fixed-end-point homotopic to a, A root XQ of ƒ(#) =a is
essential iff for any homotopy {ht} beginning a t / , there is a root xi
of hi(x) = a to which x0 is {ht} related. If one root in a root class is
essential, then they all are and we say that the root class itself is
essential. The number of essential root classes is called the Nielsen
number of (ƒ, a) and is denoted by N(f, a). (This is the A2-Nielsen
number of [l ] and [2].) N(ft a) is clearly a lower bound for the number of solutions oif(x) = a. If ƒ is homotopic to ƒ then N(f, a) = N(f', a).
The order of the cokernel of the fundamental group homomorphism/#l7r(X, XO)—>7T(F,/(XO)) is denoted by R(f); it is independent
of the choice of x^X
and depends only on the homotopy class of ƒ.
There are always at most R{ ƒ ) root classes of ƒ (x) = a so, in particular,
R(f) ^N{fy a). Suppose {ht} is a homotopy of maps ht: Y—>Y such
that ho is a homeomorphism leaving a fixed, and hi is the identity on
F. Define a loop C in F at a by C{t) =hi(a). The group of all elements
of TT(Y, a) with a representative of this form will be denoted by
5 ( F , a). This group contains the Jiang subgroup T(Y)C.Tr(Yi a) used
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in [2] and elsewhere. For a root x0 oîf(x) = a we use s(f, x0) to denote
the number of right cosets of f#(ir(X> x0)) in x ( F , a) that have
representatives in S( F, a).
THEOREM

l.Ifx0

is an essential root off(x) = a, then N(f, a)^s(f,

x0).

Now if S ( F , a) =7r(F, a), then clearly $(ƒ, x0) ==i?(/) for any root
#0. Hence
COROLLARY 1. If S ( F , a)=7r(F, a) and f(x) =a has at least one
essential root, then every root is essential and N(j\ a) = R(f).

When F is an 77-space, we have T( Y) =7r( F, a). This fact was used
directly in [2] to show that when F is an i?-space and N(f, a ) > 0 ,
then N(f, a) = !?(ƒ). Since, however T(Y)Q S(Y, a), this result also
follows from our Corollary 1.
If F is a manifold, one may show that any path C in F may be
defined by an equation of the form C(t) =ht(yi)y where {ht\ is an
isotopy ending at the identity, and y\~C(l).
Hence, if F is a manifold, then 5 ( F , a) =7r(F, a). Corollary 1 therefore yields
COROLLARY 2. If Y is a manifold andf(x) = a has at least one essenHal rooty then every root is essential and N(f, a) ~R(f).

We now suppose that X is compact, normal, and locally path connected as well as path connected, and that F is Hausdorff and semilocally simply connected as well as path connected. Then for each
root class a we may find a closed subset of X having a in its interior,
and containing no other roots of f(x) —a other than those in a. For
such a set C we may define/':(C, C—a)-~+(Yt Y—a) by fix)
=f(x),
and the inclusion e\ (C, C—a) C (X, X—a) is an excision. Hence using
any homology theory H* satisfying the Eilenberg and Steenrod
axioms we may define a homomorphism o)(a) : i7*(Z)~>iJ*(F, Y—a)
b y c o ( a ) = / i o € Ï l o i * , where i : X C (X, X—a). This homomorphism is
independent of the choice of C, except that a C int C and a =f~l(a) r\C.
These maps together with ƒ and the inclusion j : F C ( F , Y—a) are
diagrammed on the following page.
T H E O R E M 2. If j * o / * ^ 0 , then N(J, a ) > 0 . If 5 ( F , a)=7r(F, a),
thenj* oƒ* ~R(f)o)(a) for any root class a.

In the case where X and F are both compact orientable manifolds
of the same dimension, n say, we use integer coefficients, choose
generators JJL of Hn(X) and v of Hn(Y) and define the degree of ƒ as
usual by/„(/x) = (degree ƒ)*>. In this case jn:Hn(Y)
—>iZ*w(F, Y—a) is an
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isomorphism and it is natural to define the multiplicity of a root class a
by the equation co(a)(/i) = m(a)jn(v). Using this terminology we have
COROLLARY 3. If X and Y are compact orientable manifolds and
degree fV0, then N(f, a)>0. In this event there are R(f) root classes,
each is essential, each has the same multiplicity, and the multiplicities
sum up to the degree off.

By using a result of Schirmer's [3], it is possible to show that when
X and Y are both compact, orientable, triangulable manifolds of
dimension à 3, then there is a map g homotopic to ƒ such that g(x) ~a
has exactly R(f) =N(f, a) roots. In fact the results given here for Y a
manifold could have been obtained from general coincidence theory
(finding roots of f(x) =g(x) when both ƒ and g may be varied by
homotopies) given in [ l ] and [2] (the "Ai" theory). However, the
approach via S( F, a) seems more direct and also gives results when F
is not a manifold.
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